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Ask Miranda
Celebrity clients and luxury brands alike enjoy enlisting the services of the Official
Lipstick Reader™ to the Stars. Whether in private settings or at public parties or
events, Miranda’s presence and service make for a truly memorable experience.
What is different and truly unique? The "Kissing Booth" is the "IT" factor for an
engaging attraction. Don't settle for just a tabletop "psychic" when you can book a
unique Showstopper.
VISITORS

Also known as “The Kiss Whisperer,” Miranda is an “intuitive entertainer” who
V E N D Ocustom
R S A N Dunforgettable lipstick print readings. She’s
energetically and proudly presents
EXHIBITORS
also the only lipstick print reader in the world to offer forensics along with intuitive and
digital imprint readings. Miranda
M E Deven
I A A Tcarries
E N D E E Sa blotted print from her own mother’s
lips – forever reminding her of the power of that special, caring connection between
two people. From your client's lips to heaven's ears, have your guests be awed and
shocked of the accuracy within their own lip print.
Focused closely on the anatomy and energy of a kiss, a lipstick print reading centers
around the most timeless and essential of makeup products: lipstick. For unbeknown
to most, this beauty staple creates much more than merely a colorful smile or pretty
pout.
Miranda would love to show and tell you so much more. She’s currently available for
speaking engagements, corporate and celebrity bookings and one-on-one
consultations and "Butterfly Kisses" book signings. She’d love to meet and greet you
– with a kiss, of course.

MIRANDA, THE OFFICIAL LIPSTICK READER
Enchant and entertain with empathically intuitive Lipstick Reader to the Stars. Miranda
offers a fun and unique approach with proven results based on the anatomy and energy of
a kiss. Women, men, and families enjoy learning the locked secrets of their lips. A lip
print reading service throughout the USA, Internationally, and online-everywhere. The kiss,
a human act which defies time, space, culture, and even recorded history itself, channels
those unique properties in a manner not unlike the leaving of fingerprints, though far more
fun, intimate and poetic in nature..
Miranda, the KISS Whisperer will identify and further explore that very poetry. However,
like the words of all skilled poets, their deeper meanings might be very much present but
somewhat elusive. Identifying such meaning is itself an art form…the very art Miranda has
devoted her life to share. When seeking a class act for your VIP client's celebrations.

You've probably heard of fortune tellers, palm and tarot card readers, but what if the key to understanding
VIS
RS
how and when the journey began is as simple
asI Ta OKiss?
A Kiss Whisperer specializes and will reveal the secrets found in lipstick readings. Your lips are as unique
VENDORS AND
as your fingerprints. Believe it or not, your kiss
E X will
H I Btell
I T your
O R Sstory with a whisper the roadmap. With two
kisses, you will receive hidden truths about your past and present. But that isn't much fun without knowing
about the future. We have the key to unlock the answers.*
MEDIA ATENDEES

THE WHAT
A Kissing Booth | Never two events are the same entertainment
Kiss Twice | Branding Digitial Imprints with instant readings | Lipsticks, and supplies provided
Five Choices | The Peck, Besito, XOXO, Muah, and Tarot Tells™ customized for various group sizes
Blow a kiss to reveal your "Kiss Charm" or choose "With a Wish" Bracelet

THE GIFTS
*With a Wish Kiss Bracelet, handmade red cord (good luck) with a mini kiss charm or reveal "Kiss Charm"
S E S (goodie bag) and their SWAK (sealed with a kiss).
Every guest leaves withK aI SSWAG
Free 3-card draw of the KISSmet™ Kiss Whisperer's Guide to assist with life's questions online!

TALK TO US

WATCH DEMO

READYOURKISS

Booking Agent: Book@Officiallipstickreader.com
Website: OfficialLipstickReader.com
Email: Besos@Officiallipstickreader.com
877-605-6389

OFFICIALLIPSTICKREADER
AS SEEN ON SWEETY HIGH

READYOURKISS

PRIVATE PARTIES

Lipstick, the most essential of makeup products creates for its wearer much more than a colorful smile. As
much as it provides in terms of surface-level beauty, properly selected lipstick also highlights certain unique
properties inherent in all lips. And for the men, cool color chapsticks. This creates the potential for something
far more elemental in nature. Also, for budget conscience, ask about Tarot Tells™ with a Kiss.
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WHY LIPSTICK?

1619 N La Brea Ave
Hollywood, CA. 92008

*Choice of gift for every guest

Ask about our
Kissing Booth
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Tarot Tells with a Kiss

